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Should you text clients?
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Clients text — so firms are spending millions of dollars developing tools that allow advisors to

text back.

Firms including Merrill Lynch and Edward Jones have added the capability. LPL Financial, the

independent BD, promised in September to invest some of its $125 million tech budget in a

texting solution. Now it’s piloting the new app with select advisors, says Kashif Ahmed of

American Private Wealth, one of the advisors involved in testing the service.

“It still has a few kinks that need to be ironed out, but for the most part it works,” he says.

Nearly 98% of households making more than $75,000 use cell phones, according to 2018 Pew

Research Center data.
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Advisors “feel texting is a necessary communication mechanism to be able to engage with not

only the younger generation but even older clients who expect to be able to text,” says Kevin

Witt, chief technology officer at Kestra Financial, which launched a text messaging app last

summer with CellTrust.

Texting with clients is not as simple as it sounds.

Any communication between advisor and client falls under SEC and FINRA guidelines, one of

them being that correspondence must be recorded. Even sending back a quick “OK” on a

personal device can break policy. And as more advisors text, regulators are starting to pay

closer attention. The SEC released a risk alert in December, recommending compliant

guidelines for firms.

“Screenshots and writing it down are just not going to cut it anymore,” says Brian McLaughlin,

CEO of Redtail, which launched a texting app called Speak for independent advisors about a

year and a half ago.

https://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/notice_doc_file_ref/Regulatory-Notice-17-18.pdf
https://www.financial-planning.com/news/sec-sends-alert-to-advisors-about-texting-and-using-social-media
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At Redtail, correspondence gets archived into the company’s CRM and sent to compliance

engines, such as Smarsh. Clients must give consent to participate in the communication,

McLaughlin says.

At Kestra, advisors text in an app, but clients receive the message in their phone messages —

the same place they would get a text from a friend.

“In some cases, we can make that new number the same as the office number on their desk, a

number that’s already on their business cards,” Witt says.

Still, texts will look a little different. Messages sent from independent advisors at Kestra will

have footnotes behind a micro URL, including relevant disclosures that include entity structure

information for each individual practice, as well as a warning that the text message might

contain privileged information.

Without the URL, “The disclosure is typically longer than the length of a text message,” Witt

says.

Firms looking to develop a text-messaging service in-house instead of outsourcing should be

wary of certain risks.

“One of the challenges of course is that a client might be talking to one or more advisors,”

McLaughlin says. Redtail had to guarantee that messages from the same phone number could

be wired internally to make their way to two separate individuals.

Firms should also be wary of group chat capabilities, according to Ahmed.

“You may be communicating in a jurisdiction where you are not licensed,” he says. Additionally,

if more than 25 people join a conversation, it may need to be pre-approved under FINRA rules.
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Even after technology is built, cybersecurity risks remain.

“You need to make sure that you don’t assume that you know who the other party is. Phones

can be hacked. Emails can be hacked,” Witt says. It could be hard to discern whether someone

is impersonating a client. Additionally, cell phones are more likely to be lost, he says.

Another question for advisors: Do you want to be this accessible?

“Perhaps with an email that you send on the weekend or late Sunday night, it’s reasonable

that the advisor will return that when they get into the office the next day. I suspect that with

texting that the expectation might be different,” Ahmed says.

And because texting is more casual, advisors should decline to receive trading instructions

over text. “You will have to be very disciplined in how you coach your clients,” Ahmed says. 
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